# Distribution of Danish Regiments
## End of June 1700

### Copenhagen
- 1st Sjaellendske Horse (3 sqns)
- 2nd Sjaellendske Horse (3 sqns)
- Prince Christian's Foot (2 bns)
- Sjaellendske Foot (1 bn)
- Schack's Foot (1 bn)
- Marine Regiment (1 bn)

### Elsinore:
- Sjaellendske Foot (1 bn)

### Funen
- 1st Fynske Horse (3 sqns - unmobilized)
- Fynske Foot (91 bn)

### Northern Jutland:
- Life Guard Horse (3 sqns)
- 2nd Sjaellendske Horse (3 sqns)

### Holstein-Gottorp:
- Bernstorff's Horse (3 sqns)
- 2nd Fynske Horse (3 sqns)
- 1st Jyske Horse (3 sqns)
- 2nd Jyske Horse (3 sqns)
- 3rd Jyske Horse (3 sqns)
- 4th Jyske Horse (3 sqns)
- 5th Jyske Horse (3 sqns)
- Life Guard Horse (3 sqns)
- Life Guard Dragoons (3 sqns)
- Holstenske Dragoons (3 sqns)
- Life Guard Foot (3 bns)
- Dronningen's (Queen's) Life Guard Foot (3 bns)
- Prince George Foot (3 bns)
- Prince Carl's Foot (3 bns)
- Jyske Foot (3 bns)
- Fynske Foot (2 bns)
- Prince Christian's Foot (1 bn)
- Sjaellendeske Foot (1 bn)
- Schlack's Foot (1 bn)
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